Characteristic features of team flight of unmanned aerial vehicles (the UAV) with consideration for the possibility of failure of data channel as the controlled object [1] [2] [3] : the lack of full mathematical representation of occurring changes; random nature of processes and non-stationariness of parameters allow considering it as a complex system.
Introduction
Characteristic features of team flight of unmanned aerial vehicles (the UAV) with consideration for the possibility of failure of data channel as the controlled object [1] [2] [3] : the lack of full mathematical representation of occurring changes; random nature of processes and non-stationariness of parameters allow considering it as a complex system.
It is noted that adequate general approach to solving control tasks related to the complex object functioning is an application of system approach.
Problem analysis
The main principle of systematic control task solving is decomposing complex systems into conventional "small" elements and synthesis of control with the condition of consideration of all relations between elements.
Implementing systematic approach assumes adequate mathematical representation of controlled object, which allows to describe elements of the system and take into account all the relations between them.
In the theory of automatic control systems two basic types of mathematical representation of objects and control systems are being used. The first type lies in representation of processes in the frequency domain, in the "space of signals", when all the elements features are determined by the transfer functions. This type of representation is focused on solving tasks of stabilization, when the program trajectory is a priori known; the object allows linearization with a small deviation from it and the necessary parameters of the transition process have to be ensured. Despite its widespread use, the disadvantage of such representation lies in the fact that it does not allow taking into account an integrated use of all available resources in a closed autonomous dynamic system and solving current tasks of automatic control with object functions.
For the synthesis of optimal control "in large" when it is necessary to simultaneously determine the best program trajectory and implement stabilization on it, the second method of mathematical representation, namely the state of space method is used. Under the terms of this method, the mathematical system model, which reflects the characteristics and existing restrictions, should be represented in the state of space -a metric domain, each element of which fully determines the state of the considered system. Such representation allows using both classic (various methods of variational calculus), and modern methods of optimization (principle of maximum, generalized work method, method of analytical design of optimal regulators). Therefore, in order to conduct a research, the mathematical model, where the state vector includes the phase coordinate of the system in state of space, has been used. The possibility of applying the principle of separation for closed dynamical systems, presented in the space of phase states, is of importance.
Problem solving
With respect to controlled coordinate, generalized controlled object, for short hereinafter referred to as object, can be described by equation of the form: 
where     (1) or (2) can describe the motion of many objects, including aerial vehicles. A linear mathematical model of the object motion relative to the estimated trajectory is correct only under certain restrictions imposed on object signals and coordinates, range and rate of change of its coefficients. The said restrictions can be described in the form of inequations
p is a parameter of Laplace transformation, t is current time.
Taking into account the laws of control, the equation of primary system takes on the appearance on 
to the formulas (3) and (4), it is possible to set down 
A
A task of adaptive functional and stable complex synthesis can be reduced in this case to the choice of such control, whereby the equalization of equivalent disturbance F is taking place.
The principle of distribution, which is fundamental for the synthesis of optimal linear systems, can also be applied by the synthesis of optimal functional and stable cotrol of the UAV's team flight.
Among the three control channels of the UAV's team flights: the distance, interval and exceedance, the distance control channel, due to the high response rate, as well as significant and asymmetrical constraints on the control signals during acceleration and braking action of aerial vehicles, is distinguished by technical implementation complexity. In this regard, the argumentation for applying the principle of adaptation in the systems of the UAV group piloting and all subsequent researches will be conducted through the example of distance control channel between the UAV.
In general case, distance control between the UAV must be coordinated, i.e. distance change should be made through simultaneous effect on diving-rudder and engine thrust. In order to implement such control, the signals, proportional to pitch attitude angle, flight altitudes and flight-speed should be given to channels of rudder and thrust.
In this case the motion equation can be introduced as: In case when the flight altitude and angular motions of aerial vehicles are stabilized by the quick-responding autopilots, the angular motions have no effect on the motions of aerial vehicle mass center, and to control the distance you can use automatic machine, which affects the engine thrust; the equation of this automatic machine will be [6] :
Distance stabilization loop is relatively low frequency. As a result, there is no need to consider small parameters of this Thus, the analysis of the dynamic properties and characteristics of the UAV's team flight while providing functional and stable control with consideration for the possibility of data channel, shows that it is possible to divide the UAV's team flight control into three independent channels: the distance, exceedance and interval control between the UAV.
Furthermore, the distance control channel has been analyzed. This allows limiting the dimension of the following model and the complexity of obtained algorithms.
The failures of sub-systems of closed-loop regulating system in theory can be represented by different models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Additive models, where the failure is represented by a vector of accidental variations in phase coordinates of a system (t)
are inconvenient to describe the data channel failure, since they do not allow taking into account the characteristic, specific features of the considered failures (in this case a model of the form (11) can not take into account a variation in quantity of a data update time D Т ).
Models of the form
In addition, this model can not take into account the causes of failures (because of enemy counterglow or dysfunction of communication technology) and a priori unknown statistical characteristics of failures.
The principle of distribution, applied for decomposing the controlled object into sealed channels, can be used in order to divide control tasks into two sub-tasks: the formation of program trajectory and stabilization on it. Moreover, by distance stabilization the most important is minimizing the errors of program trajectory exercise. Therefore, the weight coefficients of the first component of the performance function should be significantly greater than the weight coefficients of the second component. Thus, the minimization of performance function of the form i.e. without the component, corresponding to the expenses on control, has been carried out in the following work.
Conclusions
Methodical basis for construction of the optimal functional and stable control of the group of the UAV is to use the system approach and the principle of decomposition as the theory of complex technical systems construction.
The structure of optimal functional and stable control of the group of the UAV with consideration for the possibility of data channel failure must include, in addition to the controlled object (the group of the UAV) and a trilateration measuring system, a relative model based on the extrapolation of the relative position in the group and optimal regulator, which implements the algorithm of optimal control.
